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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate some combinatorial properties concerning the family of the
so-called Trapezoidal words. Trapezoidal words, considered in de Luca (Theoret. Comput. Sci.
218 (1999) 13–39) are .nite words over the two-letter alphabet A = {a; b} whose subword com-
plexity has the same behaviour as that of .nite Sturmian words. In de Luca (Theoret. Comput.
Sci. 218 (1999) 13–39) it has been proved that the family of Finite Sturmian words is prop-
erly contained in that one of Trapezoidal words. We carry on with the studying of the family
of Trapezoidal words and, in particular, of its relation with that one of .nite Sturmian words.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate some combinatorial properties concerning the family
of the so-called Trapezoidal words. Trapezoidal words, considered in [4], are .nite
words over the two-letter alphabet A= {a; b} whose subword complexity has the same
behaviour as that of .nite Sturmian words. The de.nition of this family of words,
denoted in the sequel by Tr, relies upon the notion of right special factor.
A factor u of a given word w is said to be a right special factor of w if there exist,
at least, two occurrences of the factor u in w followed on the right by two distinct
letters.
The de.nition of Trapezoidal word is then the following: a word w∈A∗, with
A= {a; b}, of length |w| is said to be Trapezoidal if, for every integer i6 |w|; w
admits one right special factor of length i, at most.
The de.nition of Trapezoidal word can be also given by considering two suitable
parameters, called Rw and Kw, which have been introduced in [4] for the combinatorial
analysis of .nite words.
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Precisely, given a word w, the .rst parameter Rw is the minimal integer such that
there do not exist right special factors of w of length Rw.
The second parameter Kw coincides with the minimal length of a factor of w which
cannot be extended on the right in a factor of w.
It has been proved in [4] that, if w is a word of length |w|, then,
|w|¿Rw + Kw:
It can be seen that the set Tr of all Trapezoidal words is that one of all words w over
the two-letter alphabet A= {a; b} for which the previous inequality is a equality, i.e.,
w ∈ Tr if and only if |w| = Rw + Kw:
An interesting property of geometrical nature enjoyed by Trapezoidal words concerns
their subword complexity: precisely, if fw denotes the subword complexity of a Trape-
zoidal word w, then the graphic of the curve de9ned by fw is that one of a regular
trapezium, possibly degenerated in a triangle if Rw =Kw. This gives the reason why
Trapezoidal words received this name.
An important and well-known family of words which are Trapezoidal is the family
St of Finite Sturmian words (cf. [4]). According to a combinatorial characterization
given in [5], the set St is that one of all words w∈A∗, with A= {a; b}, such that for
every pair (u; v) of factors of w of the same length, one has,
||u|a − |v|a|61; (1)
where |u|a denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in u. Therefore, a word w
is not Sturmian if there exists, at least, a pair (f; g) of factors of w having the same
length and not satisfying condition (1). In the sequel of the paper, the latter factors f
and g will be simply called as pathological factors of w.
A remarkable result proved in [4] is that the above-mentioned inclusion St⊆Tr is
proper: a 9nite Sturmian word is Trapezoidal but the reverse condition does not hold.
In this paper, we carry on with the study of the relations between the family of
Trapezoidal words and that one of Finite Sturmian words. The .rst result we prove is
a characterization of the set {Tr\St} of all Trapezoidal not Sturmian words.
The fractional root zw of a word w is its pre.x whose length is equal to the minimal
period of w. Our result can be stated as follows:
Let w∈A∗ with A= {a; b}: Then w is Trapezoidal non-Sturmian, i.e. w∈{Tr\St},
if and only if,
w = pk; with p ∈ Suf ({z˜∗f}); k ∈ Pref ({z∗g});
where z˜f is the mirror image of the fractional root zf of f; zg is the fractional root
of g, with (f; g) being the pair of pathological factors of w of minimal length.
Hence, a Trapezoidal word can contain pathological factors but their presence in w
completely de.nes its structure: w factorizes as a product of a periodic expansion on
the left and a periodic expansion on the right of the pathological factors f and g of
minimal length of w, respectively.
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By using the latter result, we are able to give a condition, based upon the two
parameters Rw and Kw, which allows us to determine whether a .nite word is Sturmian
or not. In order to state our second result, we .nd it convenient to adopt the following
convention:
if w is a word of length |w|, then we can write w=pk, where k is the su:x of w
of length Kw and p is the pre9x of w of length |w| − Kw: This factorization we call
the D-factorization of w: If w∈Tr, then |p|=Rw:
Then our result can be stated as follows:
Let w=pk ∈A∗ be a word of length |w| written in its D-factorization. Then w is
Sturmian if and only if |w|=Rw + Kw and one of the following two conditions hold:
(i) the last letter of p and the 9rst letter of k are equal;
(ii) if v∈A∗ is the longest word such that vy∈Suf (p) and xv∈Pref (k), with x 	=y∈
A, then min{Rw; Kw}6 |v|+ 1 or xvy∈F(p)∪F(k).
We close the present introduction with a short comment on the structure of the
paper. In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the main de.nitions and notion concerning
.nite words, their subword complexity and, in particular, the de.nition of the above-
mentioned parameters Rw and Kw. In Sections 4 and 5, we present the de.nition and
some combinatorial properties of the families of Trapezoidal and .nite Sturmian words,
respectively. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 are consecrated to the presentation of our main
results.
2. Preliminaries
Let A be a .nite non-empty set, or alphabet and A∗ the free monoid generated by
A. The elements of A are called letters and those of A∗ words. The identity of A∗ is
named empty word and denoted by 1A∗ .
For any word w∈A∗, |w| denotes its length, i.e. the number of letters occurring in
w. The length of 1A∗ is taken to be equal to 0. For any letter a∈A; |w|a will denote the
number of occurrences of the letter a in w. One has, of course, that |w|=∑a∈A|w|a.
For every w∈A∗; alph(w) denotes the smallest subset of A such that w∈ alph(w)∗.
The mirror image (∼) is the unary operation in A∗ recursively de.ned as 1˜A∗ =1A∗
and (u˜a)= au˜, for all u∈A∗, and a∈A. The mirror image is involutory and such
that, for all u; v∈A∗, (u˜v)= v˜u˜. For any subset L of A∗, L˜ shall denote the set
L˜= {w˜ |w∈L}.
A word w which coincides with its mirror image w˜ is called palindrome. The set of
all palindrome words over A is denoted by PALA or, more simply, by PAL.
A word w= a1a2 · · · an, with ai ∈A, 16 i6 n, has period p if the following condi-
tion is satis.ed:
If i ∈ [1; n− p] then ai = ai+p:
This de.nition is also equivalent to say that w can be factorized as w=(uv)nu, with
n¿ 1 and |uv|=p.
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It is worth noticing that a word w can have several periods and that every integer
p¿ |w| is a period of w.
It is convenient to state an important result concerning periods of words due to Fine
and Wilf (cf. [7, 6]): let w be a word having periods p and q. If |w|¿p+q−gcd(p; q),
then gcd(p; q) is a period of w.
A word u is a factor or subword of w if w∈A∗uA∗, i.e. there exist some words
;  ∈A∗ such that w= u . The factor u is called proper if u 	=w. If =1A∗ ( =1A∗),
then u is called a pre9x (suKx) of w. By Pref (w); Suf (w) and F(w), we denote the
set of all pre.xes, suKxes and factors of w, respectively.
A subset L⊆A∗ of A∗ is called a language of A∗.
If X; Y are languages, we denote X−1Y and YX−1 the subsets of A∗,
X−1Y = {w ∈ A∗ |Xw ∩ Y 	= ∅}; YX−1 = {w ∈ A∗ |wX ∩ Y 	= ∅}:
When X is a singleton, i.e. X = {v}, the sets {v}−1Y and Y{v}−1 shall be simply
denoted as v−1Y and Yv−1.
A language L is said to be closed by factors if L=
⋃
w∈L F(w).
Given a word w∈A∗, we set Pref ({w∗})=⋃‘¿0 Pref (w‘); Suf ({w∗})=
⋃
‘¿0
Suf (w‘), and F({w∗})=⋃‘¿0 F(w‘), respectively.
A word v is said to be a periodic expansion on the right (left) of a given word w
if v∈Pref ({w∗}) (v∈Suf ({w∗})).
A word w is called primitive if w 	= vp, for any p¿1 and v 	=1A∗ .
Let w∈A∗ be a word and let p¿ 1 be its minimal period. Then one can always
represent w as,
w = unu′;
with |u|=p, n¿ 1; u′ ∈Pref (u)\{u}. We observe that u is a primitive word and the
latter factorization is unique. The word u is called the fractional root of w or, simply,
the root of w. In particular, one has that w is a periodic expansion on the right of its
root.
Example 2.1. Consider the word w= ababcababca on the alphabet A= {a; b; c}. Then
the root zw of w is zw = ababc and w= z2wz
′, with z′= a.
In the sequel, N+ denote the sets of positive integers. An in.nite (resp. from left
to right) word x over the alphabet A is a map x : N+ −→ A. The image x (i) of every
i∈N+ is denoted by xi. The set of all in.nite words over A is denoted by A!. A word
w∈A∗ is said to be a 9nite factor of x∈A! if w=1A∗ or there exist some integers
i6 j∈N+ such that w= xi · · · xj. The set of all .nite factors of x is denoted by F(x).
3. Special factors and subword complexity
We .nd it useful to resume some preliminary results and de.nitions introduced in [4].
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Let w be a .nite or in.nite word over A and let card(alph(w))=d. For every
factor u of w, we consider the maximal subset Ru⊆A of A such that uRu⊆F(w).
Symmetrically, we can consider the maximal subset Lu⊆A of A such that Luu⊆F(w).
Let us now introduce the map 'r :F(w)→N de.ned, for all u∈F(w), as 'r(u)=
card(uRu)= card(Ru). The integer 'r(u) shall be called the right-valence of u. Sym-
metrically, we can introduce the map 'l :F(w)→N de.ned, for all u∈F(w), as
'l(u)= card(Luu)= card(Lu). The integer 'l(u) shall be called the left-valence of u.
For every u∈F(w), one has 06 'r(u); 'l(u)6d. It is easily veri.ed that, if a
factor u of w has right (left) valence equal to i, then every suKx (pre.x) v of u has
right (left) valence ¿ i. According to the de.nition of right (left) valence, the empty
word 1A∗ has a right and a left valence equal to d.
A factor u of w is said to be extendable or prolongable on the right (left) in w if
'r(u)¿0 ('l(u)¿0).
A factor u of w is called right special if its right-valence 'r(u)¿1, i.e. there exist,
at least, two letters x; y∈A; x 	=y, such that ux; uy∈F(w). Symmetrically, one says
that a factor u of w is left special if its left-valence 'l(u)¿1.
Since every suKx (pre.x) v of a right (left) special factor u has a right (left)
valence 'r(v)¿ 'r(u) ('l(v)¿ 'l(u)), one has that a suKx (pre.x) of a right (left)
special factor is still a right (left) special.
We introduce now another important notion, that one of the subword complexity of
a .nite or in.nite word. Let w be a word. The subword complexity fw of w is the
map fw : N→N de.ned as,
fw(n) = card(F(w) ∩ An):
For every n¿ 0, fw(n) tallies with the number of distinct factors of w of length n
occurring in w. Let w∈A∗ be a word of length N . Then the following basic iterative
equation holds (cf. [4, Section 4]): for 06 n¡N ,
fw(n+ 1) = fw(n) +
d∑
j= 0
(j − 1)sr(j; n);
where, for every 06 n6N; sr(j; n) counts the number of distinct factors of length
n and right-valence j. Note that sr(0; n) is the number of all distinct factors of w of
length n which are not extendable on the right in w. We now introduce two suitable
de.ned parameters Rw and Kw, which can be used to describe the structure of w and
the behaviour of its subword complexity fw.
We start by introducing the parameter Kw. When w is an in.nite (from left to right)
word then every factor u of w can be always extended on the right by at least one
letter in a factor of w. The situation is diLerent in the case of a .nite word w. Indeed,
there can be subwords of w which cannot be extended on the right in F(w). These
words have to be, of course, suKxes of w.
We shall set,
Kw = min{n¿0 | ∃u ∈ An ∩ F(w) | 'r(u) = 0};
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Fig. 1.
i.e. Kw is the least integer n¿ 0 such that there exists a suKx kw of w of length
|kw|= n which is not extendable on the right in w. Remark that if w is a in.nite word
then Kw =∞ and if w is a .nite word, every factor of w of the form kw is not
extendable on the right in w.
We now introduce the de.nition of the second parameter Rw. Let us consider, for
every n¿ 0, the number Rw(n) of all right special factors of w of length n. Every
suKx of a right special factor is still a right special factor. Thus if there exists an
integer n such that Rw(n)= 0, then Rw(m)= 0, for every m¿ n. One can de.ne Rw
the quantity (possibly in.nite if w is a in.nite word),
Rw = min{n¿0 |Rw(n) = 0}:
Thus if 0¡Rw¡∞, then Rw−1 represents the maximal length of a right special factor
of w. Let us observe that, if w is a word of length N , then Rw(N − 1)=Rw(N )= 0,
so that Rw is always de.ned.
Next, Proposition shows how parameters Kw and Rw can be used to describe the
behaviour of the subword complexity fw of a .nite word.
Proposition 1 (de Luca [4, Proposition 4:2]). Let w be a word of length N such that
card(alph(w))¿1 and set m= min{Rw; Kw} and M =max{Rw; Kw}. The subword com-
plexity fw is strictly increasing in the interval [0; m]; is non-decreasing in the interval
[m;M ] and strictly decreasing in the interval [M;N ]. Moreover; for n∈ [M;N ]; one
has fw(n+ 1)=fw(n)− 1. If Rw¡Kw then fw is constant in the interval [m;M ].
Example 3.1. Let w= aaababb be a word of length N =7. As one easily veri.es,
Kw =2 and Rw =3.
In the picture above (see Fig. 1), the curve de.ned by fw is drawn with respect
to an orthogonal system: horizontal axe reports the length of all factors of w and the
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vertical axe reports all possible values of fw. Dots marked along the two axes denote
points of integral coordinates.
We .nd it convenient to end this section with the following remark. By considering
left factors instead of right factors, one can de.ne symmetrically two parameters Lw
and Hw equivalent to Rw and Kw, respectively. Precisely, we shall set,
Hw = min{n¿0 | ∃u ∈ An ∩ F(w) | 'l(u) = 0};
i.e. Hw is the least integer such that there exists a pre.x hw of w which is not extendable
on the left in w. Remark that, if w is a .nite word, every factor of w of the form hw
is not extendable on the left in w.
We now introduce the second parameter Lw. Let us consider, for every n¿ 0, the
number Lw(n) of all left special factors of w of length n. Every pre.x of a left special
factor is still a left special factor. Thus if there exists an integer n such that Lw(n)= 0,
then Lw(m)= 0, for every m¿ n. One can de.ne Lw the quantity (possibly in.nite if
w is a in.nite word),
Lw = min{n¿0 |Lw(n) = 0}:
Thus if 0¡Lw¡∞, then Lw−1 represents the maximal length of a left special factor
of w. Let us observe that, if w is a word of length N , then Lw(N − 1)=Lw(N )= 0,
so that Lw is always de.ned.
Example 3.1 (continued): Let w= aaababb be the word of length N =7 considered
in the Example 3:1. As one easily veri.es, Lw =3 and Hw =3.
4. Trapezoidal words
In this section, we .rst introduce the notion and some properties of the so-called
Trapezoidal words. This notion has been considered in [4]. For this purpose, we .nd it
convenient to resume some results concerning .nite words. In the sequel of the paper,
the alphabet A shall be supposed of cardinality card(A)= 2, i.e. A= {a; b}.
Proposition 2 (de Luca [4, Proposition 4:6]). Let w∈A∗ be a word of length |w|.
Then |w|¿Rw + Kw.
Next, example shows that the latter inequality can be proper.
Example 4.1 (continued): Let w= aaababb be the word of Example 3:1 of length
|w|=7. Since Rw =3 and Kw =2, then |w|¿Rw + Kw.
This allows us to introduce the following de.nition.
De!nition 1. A word w∈A∗ is said to be Trapezoidal if
|w| = Rw + Kw:
The family of all Trapezoidal words over the alphabet A shall be denoted by Tr.
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Fig. 2.
A combinatorial condition characterizing Trapezoidal words can be formulated in
terms of subword complexity.
Proposition 3 (de Luca [4, Proposition 4:7]). Let w∈A∗; m=min{Rw; Kw} and M =
max{Rw; Kw}. The word w∈Tr if and only if the following condition holds:
fw(i) = i + 1; 06i6m;
fw(i + 1) = fw(i); m6i6M − 1;
fw(i + 1) = fw(i)− 1; M6i6|w|:
The latter proposition gives the reason why we have decided to name the elements of
Tr Trapezoidal words. Indeed, Proposition 3 shows that the curve associated with the
subword complexity function fw of every element w∈Tr de.nes a regular trapezium
(possibly degenerated in a triangle if Kw =Rw). Next example makes this observation
clearer.
Example 4.2. Let w= aaaabab be a word of length |w|=7. It is easy to check Rw =4
and Kw =3. Hence w∈Tr. The graphic of fw is pictured above (see Fig. 2).
A straightforward consequence of the latter proposition is the following.
Corollary 4. Let w∈A∗. Then w∈Tr if and only if; for every i¡Rw; there exists
exactly a right special factor u of w of length |u|= i:
Example 4.3 (continued): Let us consider the word w= aaababb of Example 3:1. It
is easily seen that a and b are two right special factors of w. Hence, by Corollary 4,
w =∈Tr.
Proposition 5 (de Luca [4, Proposition 4:8]). Let w be a word of length |w|. If |w|=
Rw + Kw then;
min{Rw; Kw} = min{Lw; Hw} and |w| = Lw + Hw:
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A straightforward consequence of Proposition 5 is a property of Trapezoidal words
based upon parameters Lw and Hw.
Property 4.1. Let w∈A∗ be a word of length |w|. Then w∈Tr if and only if
|w|=Lw + Hw.
Example 4.3 (continued): Let w= aaaabab be the word of Example 4:2 of length
|w|=7. It is easy to check Lw =3 and Hw =4. Hence w∈Tr.
We now prove the following interesting property of Trapezoidal words.
Proposition 6. Let w be a Trapezoidal word. Then its mirror image w˜ is Trapezoidal.
Proof. By Property 4:1, it suKces to show that Rw =Lw˜ and Kw =Hw˜. The latter two
conditions are easily derived from the following property: if u is a right special factor
of w, then u˜ is a left special factor of w˜ (and vice versa). Let us prove, for instance,
that Rw =Lw˜. Suppose, by contradiction, that Rw¿Lw˜. Hence, Rw − 1¿Lw˜, so that
there exists a right special factor u of w of length |u|¿Lw˜. Then, by the above-
mentioned property, u˜ is a left special factor of w of length |u˜|= |u|=Rw − 1¿Lw˜,
which is a contradiction. Hence, Rw6Lw˜. Similarly, one proves that Rw¿Lw˜, so
yielding Rw =Lw˜. By the same argument, one proves that Kw =Hw˜.
Since the mirror image operator (∼) is a involution over A∗, the following corollary
immediately follows from the previous Proposition.
Corollary 7. Let w∈A∗. Then w˜∈Tr if and only if w∈Tr.
Another interesting property of Trapezoidal words is the following.
Proposition 8. The set Tr is closed by factors.
Proof. Let w∈Tr and let u be a factor of w. Suppose, by contradiction, that u =∈Tr.
Then, by Corollary 4, there exist two distinct right special factors v1 and v2 of u of
the same length. Again, by Corollary 4 and the fact that v1 and v2 are factors of w,
one has w =∈Tr.
5. Finite Sturmian words
The aim of this section is to introduce some preliminary de.nitions and results
concerning Sturmian words.
Sturmian words are in.nite words x whose subword complexity fx is such that,
fx(n) = n+ 1 for all n¿0:
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The set of 9nite Sturmian words, denoted by St, is the set of factors of all (in.nite)
Sturmian words, i.e. the set of all words w such that there exists some Sturmian word
x such that w∈F(x). By de.nition, the set St is closed by factors.
An important characterization of .nite Sturmian words is based upon periodicities
of words. Consider the set PER of all words having two periods p; q such that
gcd(p; q)= 1 and |w|=p + q − 2. Thus a word belongs to PER if it is a power
of a single letter or is a word of maximal length for which the theorem of Fine and
Wilf does not apply. In the following, we assume that 1A∗ ∈PER. This is formally
coherent with the previous de.nition if one takes p= q=1. The importance of the set
PER for Sturmian words relies on the following result (cf. [2]):
St = F(PER);
i.e. the set of all .nite factors of all in.nite Sturmian words is the set of all factors
of the set PER. The set PER has several characterizations based upon several concepts
(cf. [2, 1]). We .nd it useful to mention here the following. Let SR be the family of
all words u∈A∗ such that u; ux; uy∈ St; with x; y∈A; x 	=y. Then the following holds
(cf. [2]).
Theorem 1. PER=PAL∩ SR.
An important result concerning the structure of words of PER is the following.
Theorem 2 (de Luca [2, Lemma 4]). Let u∈PER be such that Card(alph(u))¿1:
Then u satis9es the following properties:
(i) u can be uniquely represented as:
u = PxyQ = QyxP
with x; y∈A; x 	=y; and P;Q∈PAL. Moreover; gcd(p; q)= 1; where p= |P|+2
and q= |Q|+ 2.
(ii) If |P|¡|Q|; then Q is the maximal proper palindrome su:x (and pre9x) of u;
(iii) If |P|¡|Q|; then p= |P|+ 2 is the minimal period of u;
(iv) If |P|+ 1¡|Q|; then there exist and are unique the integers ‘ and r such that
‘¿0; 06 r¡p and Q=(Pxy)‘U; with |U |= r.
From the above theorem, one has that if u∈PER and card(alph(u))¿1, then u can
be factorized as
u = PxyQ = QyxP
with x; y∈A; x 	=y; P; Q∈PAL, |P|¡|Q|. These factorizations of u, we call the canon-
ical factorizations of u.
We now .nd it convenient to stress on the representation of the word u in terms of
its fractional root. This is done in the following corollary.
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Corollary 9. Let u be a word of PER and let u=PxyQ=QyxP be the canonical
factorizations of u. Then the following two conditions hold:
(i) Q=(Pxy)‘P1=P1(yxP)‘; and; consequently; u=(Pxy)‘+1P1=P1(yxP)‘+1; with
‘¿ 0; and P1 ∈Pref (Px)∩PAL.
(ii) If |P1|= |Px|; then P1 =Px; so that P ∈{x∗}: If |P1|6 |P|; then |P1|¡|P| and
P1y∈Pref (P).
Proof. Suppose .rst that |P| + 1¡|Q|. Then, by Theorem 2 – point (iv), one has
Q=(Pxy)‘P1 with ‘¿ 1 and P1 ∈Pref (Px). Suppose now |P1|= |Px|. Then P1 =Px.
By the fact that Q=(Pxy)‘P1 = Q˜= P˜1(yxP)‘; one has P1 =Px= P˜1 = xP. Thus
P; P1 ∈{x∗} and P1 ∈PAL.
Suppose |P1|6 |P|. If |P1|= |P|, then the condition Q=(Pxy)‘P1 = Q˜= P˜1(yxP)‘
implies x=y which is not possible. Thus |P1|¡|P|. Let P=P1zP2, with z ∈A; P2 ∈A∗.
The condition Q=(P1zP2xy)‘P1 = Q˜= P˜1(yxP)‘ implies P1 = P˜1 and z=y. Thus
conditions (i) and (ii) are proved.
Suppose .nally that |P|+1= |Q|. Then PxyQ=QyxP implies Q=Px= xP and
P ∈{x∗}. Then conditions (i) and (ii) follow by setting ‘=0 and P1 =Px.
We now study the structure of the roots of the words yuy and xux, where u∈PER
and x 	=y∈A. This result will be used in the next section.
Let card(alph(u))= 1 and u= x ‘ with ‘¿ 1 and x∈A. Then x is the root of xux
and yx‘ is the root of yuy.
We now tackle the case card(alph(u))¿1. For this purpose, we state without proof
a Lemma concerning periods of palindrome words (cf. [2]).
Lemma 1. Let w∈PAL. Then w has period p¡|w| if and only if it has a palindrome
su:x (pre9x) of length |w| − p.
Lemma 2. Let u be a word of PER such that card(alph(u))¿1 and let u=PxyQ=
QyxP be its canonical factorizations. Then the fractional root of xux is xQy and
the fractional root of yuy is yPx.
Proof. We .rst prove that the root z of xux is z= xQy. We .rst observe that xPx
is a pre.x of xQy, so that xux∈Pref ((xQy)2). Then xux has period |xQy|, so that
|z|6 |xQy|. In order to prove that z= xQy, it suKces to show that |z|= |xQy|. Sup-
pose, by contradiction, |z|¡|xQy|. By Lemma 1, the latter condition is equivalent to
say that the suKx sL of xux of length L= |g| − |z| is palindrome. Since |z|¡|xQy|
then L¿|xPx|. By Corollary 9 – point i, one has xux= xP1(yxP)‘+1x with ‘¿ 0 and
P1 ∈Pref (Px)∩PAL so that,
sL = U (yxP)kx;
with k¿ 1 and U ∈Suf (xP). Let V ∈A∗ such that xP=VU . Since sL= s˜L and Px=
U˜ V˜ one has sL=U (yxP)kx= s˜L= x (Pxy)k U˜ = x (U˜ V˜ y)k U˜ , so that Uy= xU˜ . Hence
x=y which is a contradiction. Hence |z|= |xQy| and, thus, z= xQy.
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Let us .nally prove that the root 5 of yuy is 5= yPx. The proof is similar to
the previous one. We .rst observe that, by Corollary 9 – points (i) and (ii), yuy∈
Pref ({(yPx)∗}). Then yuy has period |yPx|, so that |5|6 |yPx|. Suppose, by con-
tradiction, |5|¡|yPx|. By Lemma 1, the latter condition is equivalent to say that the
pre.x pL of yuy of length L= |yuy| − |5| is in PAL. By the fact that yuy= yQyxPy
and |5|¡|yPx|, one has
pL = yQyxU
with U ∈Pref (P)∩A+. Since P ∈Pref (Q), one has Q=UV with V ∈A∗. The con-
dition pL= p˜L now implies pL= yUVyxU = p˜L= U˜ xyV˜ U˜y, so that yU = U˜ x. Thus
x=y which is a contradiction. We have therefore proved that |5|= |yPx|, so that
5= yPx.
We now take up the study of .nite Sturmian words by introducing an interesting
and useful combinatorial characterization of them given in [5].
Theorem 3. The family St is the set of all words w∈A∗ such that; for every pair
(f; g) of factors of w having the same length; one has;
‖f|a − |g|a|61: (2)
De!nition 2. Let w∈A∗ and let (f; g) be a pair of factors of w of the same length.
Then f and g are said to be pathological factors of w if they do not satisfy condi-
tion (2).
According to the previous de.nition, Theorem 3 can be restated as follows.
Theorem 4. Let w∈A∗. Then w∈ St if and only if it does not contain pathological
factors.
Next, the proposition shows an interesting property concerning the form of patho-
logical factors of minimal length of every non-Sturmian word. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we will report the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 10 (Lothaire [8, Chapter II, Proposition 2:1:3]). Let w be a 9nite non-
Sturmian word. Then there exists a unique pair (f; g) of pathological factors of
w of minimal length. Moreover; one has
f = aua; g = bub with u ∈ PAL; b 	= a ∈ A: (3)
Proof. We .rst prove condition (3). Let (f; g) be a pair of pathological factors of w
of minimal length and denote 6(f; g)= ||f|a − |g|a|. By hypothesis, 6(f; g)¿2. The
.rst letters of f and g are distinct, and so are the last letters. Assuming that f starts
with a and g with b, there are factorizations f= autf′ and g= buzg′ for some words
u; f′; g′ and letters t 	= z. In fact, t= a and z= b since otherwise 6(f′; g′)=6(f; g),
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so contradicting the minimality of the length of f and g. Thus, again by minimality,
f= aua and g= bub.
Assume next that u =∈PAL. Then there is a pre.x p of u and a letter t such that pt
is a pre.x of u, p˜ is a suKx of u but tp˜ is not a suKx of u. Then of course zp˜ is a
suKx of u, where z is the other letter. This gives a proper pre.x apt of f and a proper
suKx zp˜b of g. If t= a and z= b, then 6(apa; bp˜b)= 2, contradicting the minimality
of the length of f and g. But then f= apbf ′′ and g= g′′bp˜a for two words f′′; g′′
with 6(f′′; g′′)=6(f; g), contradicting again the minimality. Thus u∈PAL.
Let us .nally prove the unicity of f and g. Let f′= au′a and g′= bu′b be patho-
logical factors of w and let p be the longest common pre.x of u and u′. Suppose,
by contradiction, p 	= u. Hence, ps∈Pref (u), and pt ∈Pref (u′), with s 	= t ∈A. This
implies that sps and tpt are pathological factors of w, so contradicting the minimality
of the length of f and g.
A straightforward consequence of the minimality of the length of f and g allows
us to re.ne the structure of the word u considered in the previous statement.
Lemma 3. Let u∈PAL be the word considered in condition (3) of the statement of
Proposition 10. Then u∈PER.
Proof. From the fact that f and g are pathological factors of w of minimal length, it
follows that u, ua and ub are Sturmian words, with b; a ∈ A; b 	= a. Hence u∈ SR.
Since u∈PAL, the result now follows from Theorem 1.
Lemma 4 (de Luca [3, Separation lemma]). Let u∈PAL and let b; a∈A; with b 	= a.
Then f= aua and g= bub do not overlap.
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that this is not the case. Then there exists some
non-empty word w∈A∗ such that aua= w and bub=w , with ;  ∈A∗. Let us ob-
serve, as a consequence of the latter condition, that there exists some word w′ ∈A∗
such that w= bw′a. Then one has that aua= w= bw′a and bub=w = bw′a . From
the fact that aua∈PAL, it follows that aua= aw˜′b˜. Consider now the two words
ua= w˜′b˜ and ub=w′a . The factors ˜ and  are obviously non-empty. We can there-
fore write u= w˜′b1 =w′a 1, with 1 = ˜a−1 and  1 =  b−1. Since |w˜′|= |w′|, one has
a= b which is a contradiction. Hence, aua and bub do not overlap.
We end this section by showing a .rst relation between the set St and Tr.
Proposition 11 (de Luca [4, Proposition 7:1]). St⊆Tr.
Next example shows that the latter inclusion is proper.
Example 5.1. Let w= aaabab be a word of length |w|=6. The tree of factors of w
is pictured as follows (see Fig. 3):
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Fig. 3.
The right special factor of w of maximal length is its pre.x aa, so that Rw =3. The
suKx of minimal length of w which cannot be extended on the right is bab, so that
Kw =3. Hence, w∈Tr. Remark now that f= aaa and g= bab – which are underlined
in the picture – are pathological factors (of minimal length) of w. Hence w is not
Sturmian.
6. A characterization of Trapezoidal non-Sturmian words
The aim of this section is to give a characterization of the set {Tr\St} of all Trape-
zoidal words which are not Sturmian. At this purpose, let us introduce the so-called
property P.
Property 6.1 (Property P): A word w∈A∗ is said to be satisfying property P if
w = pk with p ∈ Suf ({z˜∗f}); k ∈ Pref ({z∗g});
where z˜f is the mirror image of the root zf of f, zg is the root of g, with (f; g) being
the pair of pathological factors of w of minimal length.
Let w be a word of A∗ which satis.es property P. It is easily checked that its
mirror image w˜ satis.es property P as well. Since the mirror image operator (∼) is a
involution over A∗, then the latter argument yields the following property.
Property 6.2. Let w be a word of A∗ and let w˜ be its mirror image. Then w satis.es
property P if and only if w˜ does.
We shall prove that the set {Tr\St} coincides with that one of all words in A∗
satisfying property P. We start by proving that property P is suKcient for a word to
be Trapezoidal.
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Proposition 12 (SuKciency of P). Let w∈A∗. If w satis9es property P; then w∈Tr.
In particular; Kw = |k| and the pre9x of w of length Rw−1 is the longest right special
factor of w.
Proof. Since w satis.es property P, then w =∈ St. From Proposition 10 and Lemma 3,
it follows f= aua and g= bub, with u∈PER and a 	= b∈A. We .rst deal with the
case card(alph(u))= 2. Let u = PxyQ = QyxP be the canonical factorizations of w.
Let us .rst suppose a=y, b= x. We .rst prove that Kw = |k|. Let k = z‘g z′, with ‘¿1
and z′ ∈Pref (zg), and let sL ∈Suf (k)∩AL be the suKx of k of length L.
If L6|z‘−1g z′|, then, trivially, sL is extendable on the right in k and, thus, in w.
Suppose |z‘−1g z′|¡L¡|k|. Hence, sL= z′′z‘−1g z′, with z′′ ∈Suf (5g), 5g= x−1zg. By
Lemma 2, zg= xQy, so 5g=Qy. Hence 5g ∈Suf (f). Since f∈Suf (p), then 5g ∈
Suf (p), so that sL is extendable on the right in fk and, thus, in w. Hence, every
proper suKx of k is extendable on the right in w. Thus, Kw¿|k|. Suppose, by contra-
diction, that k is extendable on the right in w. Hence k overlaps with p. By hypothesis,
p is a periodic expansion on the left of f and g∈Pref (k). This implies that, if k and
p overlap, then f and g overlap, so contradicting Lemma 4. Thus k is not extendable
on the right in w, so that Kw6|k|. Hence Kw = |k|.
Let us prove that |p|=Rw. For this purpose, we show that the pre.x p′ of w of
length |p| − 1 is a right special factor of w. Set p= z˜′z˜ ‘f, with ‘¿1 and z˜′ ∈Suf (z˜f).
Since f=yuy∈Suf (p), then p′= z˜′z˜ ‘−1f 5f, with 5f = z˜fy−1. Let us prove that p′x∈
F(w). It is easily seen that 5f ∈Pref (g). Indeed, by Lemma 2, zf =yPx, so that
z˜f = xPy. Thus, 5f = xP, which is a pre.x of g. Let us now observe that 5fy =∈Pref (g).
Indeed, otherwise, z˜′z˜ ‘−1f 5fy=p
′y=p overlaps with k, so that f and g overlap. This
contradicts Lemma 4. Hence 5fy =∈Pref (g), so that 5fx∈Pref (g). The latter now
implies that z˜′z˜ ‘−1f 5fx=p
′x is a factor of pg and, thus of w. Since p=p′y then
p′ is a right special factor of w, so that Rw¿|p|. By the fact that Kw = |k| and by
Proposition 2, one has |w|= |p|+ |k|= |p|+Kw¿Rw+Kw, which implies that |p|¿Rw
and, thus, |p|=Rw. Hence |w|=Rw + Kw, i.e. w is Trapezoidal.
Consider the symmetric case a= x, b=y. Let w˜ be the mirror image of w. By the
previous case, one has w˜∈Tr, so that, by Corollary 7, w∈Tr.
The case card(alph(u))= 1 is dealt with in the same way.
Before starting the proof of the necessity of the property P, we .nd it useful to do
the following example.
Example 6.1. Let w= ababa · bbabb be a word of length |w|=10. It is easily seen
that Kw =5 and Rw =5. Hence w∈Tr. Observe that w=fg, where f= ababa and
g= bbabb are the pathological factors of w of minimal length. Let zf = ab and zg= bba
be the roots of f and g, respectively. Then w=pk, with p=f= az˜f
2 and k = g= zgbb.
We now prove the necessity of property P. For the sake of brevity, we .nd it
convenient to precise the following remark.
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Remark 6.1. By Proposition 10, Lemmas 3 and 4 respectively, we suppose the word
w∈Tr\St to be factorized as,
w =  · f · 7 · g · ';
where (f; g) is the pair of pathological factors of w of minimal length and ; 7; '∈A∗.
The factors f and g are such that f= aua and g= bub, with u∈PER, a 	= b∈A.
We .rst tackle the case card(alph(u))= 1.
Lemma 5. If card(alph(u))= 1; then w satis9es property P.
Proof. Suppose .rst u∈{a∗}, so that u= a‘; ‘¿0. Hence, one has w= f7g'= a‘+2
7ba‘b', with ; 7; '∈A∗. Then the following two conditions hold:
(i) ba‘+1 =∈F(w). Indeed, let us .rst remark that a‘+1b∈F(w), so that a‘+1 is a right
special factor of w of length ‘+1. If, by contradiction, one supposes ba‘+1 ∈F(w),
then ba‘ is also a right special factor of w of length ‘ + 1, so contradicting
Corollary 4.
(ii) Suppose ‘¿1. If bajb∈F(w), then j¿‘. Indeed, otherwise, aj+2 and bajb are
pathological factors of w of length less than |f|= |g|. This contradicts the mini-
mality of the length of f and g.
By using conditions (i) and (ii), one easily checks that f∈{a∗}, 7∈{a∗}{(ba‘)∗}
and g'∈Pref ({(ba‘)∗}). Hence one has w=pk, with p∈{a∗} and k∈Pref ({(ba‘)∗}).
Since a is the root of f and ba‘ is the root of g, one has that w satis.es property P.
The case u∈{b∗} is dealt with in the same way.
In the sequel of this section, we will assume the hypothesis stated in the following
remark.
Remark 6.2. (i) card(alph(u))= 2 and u=PxyQ=QyxP are the canonical factoriza-
tions of u;
(ii) we will suppose that a=y and b= x. Let us remark that the latter condition
is not a restriction: indeed, let us suppose that the necessity of property P is proved
in this case. Let a= x and b=y. Then, by the previous case, one has that the mirror
image w˜ of w satis.es property P. The condition that w satis.es P now follows from
Property 6:2. This argument will be taken up in the proof of Proposition 14.
We now prove a crucial lemma.
Lemma 6. The following conditions hold:
(i) P1xx; xxP1 =∈F(w);
(ii) Let v∈A∗ be a word of length |v|6|Px|. Then one has:
(ii.1) If xPyv∈F(w); then v∈Pref (xP);
(ii.2) If vyPx∈F(w); then v∈Suf (Px);
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(iii) Let v∈A∗ be a word such that xPxv∈F(w) and |xPxv|6|xQy|.
Then xPxv∈Pref (xQy).
Proof. (i) By Corollary 9 – point (ii), P1y∈Pref (Pxy), so that yP1y∈Pref (f). The
claim then follows from the fact that f and g are the pathological factors of w of
minimal length.
(ii.1) Assume xPyv∈F(w), with v 	=1A∗ . Supposing v∈yA∗ implies Pyy∈F(w).
Since g= xux= xPxyQx, one has xPx∈F(w) so that Pyy and xPx are pathological
factors of w shorter than f and g which is not possible. Then v= xv′, v′ ∈A∗. We
prove that v′ ∈Pref (P). Deny, by contradiction, the claim and let P′ be the longest
common pre.x of v′ and P. Thus one has,
v′ = P′zv′′; P = P′tP′′ with z 	= t ∈ A; v′′; P′′ ∈ A∗: (4)
If z= x; t=y then xP′x∈Pref (v) and yP′y∈Pref (f).
If z=y; t= x then P′′yxP′y∈F(xPyv) and xP′xP′′x∈Pref (g).
Then, in both cases, we obtain two pairs (xP′x; yP′y) and (P′′yxP′y; xP′xP′′x) of
pathological factors of w shorter than f and g, which is a contradiction.
(ii.2) The proof of this condition is similar to that one of the previous point (ii.1).
(iii) Suppose v 	=1A∗ . By Corollary 9 – point (ii), one has P1 = xP or P1 ∈Suf (P).
Supposing v∈ xA∗ then implies P1xx∈F(w) so contradicting point (i) of the Lemma.
Hence v∈ aA∗ so that
xPxv = xPxyv′
with v′ ∈A∗. By Corollary 9 – point (i), one has,
xQy = x(Pxy)‘P1y with ‘¿0:
Suppose ‘=0. Then Q=P1 =Px so that xQy= xPxy. Then xPxv= xQy and the
claim is proved.
Suppose now ‘¿1 so that xQy= xPxy(Pxy)‘−1P1y: Denying, by contradiction, the
claim implies the existence of a word Q′ ∈A∗ such that
v′ = Q′zv′′; (Pxy)‘−1P1y = Q′tQ′′
with v′′; Q′′ ∈A∗ and z 	= t ∈A.
Suppose that z= x, t=y. Then v′=Q′xv′′ so xPxv= xPxyQ′xv′′. Thus xPxyQ′x∈
F(w). Similarly, one has (Pxy)‘−1P1y=Q′yQ′′ so that yQy=y(Pxy)‘P1y=yPxy
(Pxy)‘−1P1y=yPxyQ′yQ′′. Since yQy∈Pref (f) one has yPxyQ′y∈F(w). Thus
xPxyQ′x and yPxyQ′y are pathological factors of w shorter than f and g which is
a contradiction.
Suppose .nally z=y; t= x. Then v′=Q′yv′′ so xPxv= xPxyQ′yv′′. Thus yQ′y∈
F(w). Similarly, one has (Pxy)‘−1P1y=Q′xQ′′. By Corollary 9 – point (ii), one has
P1y∈Pref (Pxy) so (Pxy)‘−1P1y∈Pref (Q). Hence x(Pxy)‘−1P1y= xQ′xQ′′ is a
pre.x of xQ and thus a pre.x of g. Hence yQ′y and xQ′x are pathological factors of
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w shorter than f and g which is again a contradiction. The proof of condition (iii) is
then complete.
Lemma 7. If 7 	=1A∗ ; then there exists some i¿0 such that;
7=(xPy)i or (xPy)ixPx is a proper pre9x of 7:
Proof. Let i¿0 be the maximal integer such that 7=(xPy)i71, for some 71 ∈A∗.
Suppose 71 	=1A∗ . We .rst prove |71|¿|xP|. Deny, by contradiction, the claim. By
Lemma 6 – point (ii.1), one has 71 ∈Pref (xP), so that 71 = x72, with 72 ∈Pref (P).
Since 7˜2 ∈Suf (P), one has 7˜2yxPy∈Suf (f). By the fact that x72xPx∈F(7g), the
latter two factors of w are pathological and shorter than f and g, which is a con-
tradiction. Thus |71|¿|xP| so 71 factorizes as 71 = 72z7′, with |72|= |xP|, z ∈A and
7′ ∈A∗. Lemma 6 – point (ii.1) implies 72 = xP, so that 71 = xPz7′. The condition
z= x now follows from the maximality of i. Hence (xPy)ixPx∈Pref (7). We .nally
observe that the condition (xPy)ixPx= 7 implies that P1xx∈F(7g) which contradicts
Lemma 6 – point (i). This proves that (xPy)ixPx is a proper pre.x of 7.
The following corollary shows an easy consequence of the previous lemma.
Corollary 13. The following conditions hold:
(i) yux∈F(w);
(ii) xuy =∈F(w).
Proof. We prove that yux∈F(f7g). Lemma 7 implies (xPy)ixPx∈Pref (7) or 7=
(xPy)i ; i¿0. Both the cases imply
v = yPxyQy(xPy)ixPx ∈ Pref (f7g):
Canonical factorizations of u yield
Qy(xPy)i = (Pxy)iQy;
so that v is rewritten as
v = y(Pxy)i+1QyxPx:
This shows that yux=yQyxPx is a suKx of v and, thus, a factor of w.
(ii) Suppose, by contradiction, that xuy∈F(w). Recall that, by the previous point
(i), yux∈F(w). Hence, xux; xuy; yux; yuy∈F(w). Thus, xu and yu are distinct right
special factors of w of the same length. By Corollary 4 this contradicts the fact that
w∈Tr. Hence xuy =∈F(w).
Lemma 8 (Factorization of f). f∈Suf ({(xPy)∗}):
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Proof. We .rst prove ∈Suf ({(yPx)∗}). Let ||6|Px|. By Lemma 6 – point (ii.2),
one has ∈Suf (Px). Suppose that ||¿|Px|. Hence = 1zv, with z ∈A, 1; v∈A∗ and
|v|= |Px|. By Lemma 6 – point (ii.2), one has v=Px, so that = 1zPx. Suppose, by
contradiction, that z= x. Thus, one has,
f= (1xPx)(yuy) = (1xPx)(yQyxPy)
= 1(xPxyQy)xPy = 1(xuy)xPy ∈ F(w);
so that xuy∈F(w). This contradicts Corollary 13 – point (ii). Hence z=y. Hence
= 1yPx. If 1 	=1A∗ , then, by applying the previous argument to 1, one proves
∈Suf ({(yPx)∗}). Hence
 = 1(yPx)i ; i¿0; 1 ∈ Suf (Px):
By Corollary 9 – point (i), one has u=(Pxy)‘+1P1 =P1(yxP)‘+1 so that,
PxyP1y = P1yxPy:
The latter factorization implies that f rewrites as
f= 1(yPx)iyuy
= 1(yPx)iyP1(yxP)‘+1y
= 1(yPx)iyP1y(xPy)‘+1
= 1yP1y(xPy)‘+i+1:
Let us .nally prove that 1yP1y∈Suf ((xPy)2). Since 1 ∈Suf (Px) then 1yP1y∈
Suf (PxyP1y) and, by the factorization PxyP1y=P1yxPy, one has 1yP1y∈Suf
(P1yxPy). By Corollary 9 – point (ii), one has P1=Px= xP or P1∈Suf (P) so that
P1yxPy∈Suf ((xPy)2) and, thus, 1yP1y∈Suf ((xPy)2).
Lemma 9 (Factorization of '). g'∈Pref ({(xQy)∗}):
Proof. One has g'= xux'= xQyxPx'. If |xPx'|6|xQy| then the result follows from
Lemma 6 – point (iii). Suppose now |xPx'|¿|xQy|. By Lemma 6 – point (iii), one
has that the pre.x of xPx' of length |xQy| is xQy so that,
xPx' = xQy'1
with '1 ∈A+.
Suppose now |'1|6|xP|. It is easily seen that xPy∈Suf (xQy). Then, by Lemma 6
– point (ii.1), one has '1 ∈Pref (xP), so that xPx'∈Pref ((xQy)2) and the result is
proved.
Suppose .nally |'1|¿|xP|. Ba the previous argument, one has that the pre.x of '1 of
length |xP| is xP so that '1 = xP'2 with '2 ∈A+. Thus one has g'= xux'= xQyxPx'=
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(xQy)2'1 = (xQy)2xP'2. By Corollary 13 – point (ii), xuy =∈F(w), which implies that
'2 =∈yA∗. Hence '2∈xA∗. Therefore, g' rewrites as
g' = (xQy)2xPx'3
with '3 ∈A∗. If '3 	=1A∗ , then the result is achieved by iterating the arguments of the
lemma to '3.
We .nally tackle the study of the factorization of 7.
Lemma 10 (Factorization of 7). 7∈{(xPy)∗}{(xQy)∗}:
Proof. According to Lemma 7, two factorizations are possible for 7:
(1) 7 = (xPy)i ; (2) 7 = (xPy)ixPx71
for some i¿0 and 71 ∈A+.
If factorization (1) holds for 7, then the result is achieved. We now tackle the
factorization (2). By using the same argument of the proof of Lemma 9, one proves
that,
xPx71 ∈ Pref ({(xQy)∗}):
Let k¿0 be the maximal integer such that,
xPx71 = (xQy)k72
with 72 ∈Pref (xQ). Let us prove 72 = 1A∗ . Suppose, by contradiction, that this is not
the case. By Lemma 6 – point (i), one has xxP1 =∈F(w), so that 72 	= x. Thus |72|¿1.
Hence 72=xQ1, where Q1 ∈Pref (Q)∩A+. Thus, xQ1xPx∈F(7g) and yPxyQ1 ∈
Pref (f) are pathological factors of w, shorter than f and g. This contradicts the min-
imality of the length of f and g. Thus 72 = 1A∗ , so that xPx71 = (xQy)k . Therefore,
7=(xPy)i(xQy)k and the result is then achieved.
We are now able to prove that property P is necessary for w∈Tr\St.
Proposition 14. Let w∈{Tr\St}. Then w satis9es property P.
Proof. The proof is a quick run through the results we gathered so far. Let (f; g) be
the pair of pathological factors of w of minimal length. Then, by Proposition 10 and
by Lemma 3, one has f= aua, g= bub, with u∈PER and a 	= b ∈ A. By Lemma 4,
f and g do not overlap, so that w factorizes as
w =  · f · 7 · g · ' =  · aua · 7 · bub · '
with ; 7; '∈A∗: If card(alph(u))= 1, then the result follows from Lemma 5. Sup-
pose now card(alph(u))= 2 and let u=PxyQ=QyxP be the canonical factoriza-
tions of u. Let a=y and b= x. By applying Lemmas 8, 9 and 10, respectively,
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one has
w ∈ Suf ({(xPy)∗})Pref({(xQy)∗}):
The result then follows from Lemma 2.
Suppose now a= x and b=y. Then, by the previous case, one has that the mirror
image w˜ of w satis.es P. Then, by Property 6:2, one has that w satis.es P. The proof
of the claim is then complete.
We restate our main result in the following.
Theorem 5. Let w∈A∗ with A = {a; b}. Then w is Trapezoidal non-Sturmian; i.e.
w∈{Tr\St} if and only if w satis9es property P; i.e.
w = pk with
p ∈ Suf ({z˜∗f}); k ∈ Pref ({z∗g});
where z˜f is the mirror image of the fractional root zf of f; zg is the fractional root
of g; with (f; g) being the pair of pathological factors of w of minimal length.
In particular, Kw = |k| and the longest right special factor of w is the pre9x of w
of length Rw − 1.
7. A characterization of !nite Sturmian words
We close the paper by presenting a condition, based upon parameters Rw and Kw,
which allows us to determine whether a .nite word w over the alphabet A is Sturmian
or not. For this purpose, we .nd it convenient to recall a convention adopted in the
introduction of the paper.
Convention 7.1. Let w∈A∗ be a word of length |w|. Then w=pk is said to be the
D-factorization of w if k is the suKx of w of length Kw and p is the pre.x of w of
length |p|= |w| − Kw. If w∈Tr, then |p|=Rw.
Theorem 6. Let w∈A∗ be a word of length |w| and let w=pk be its D -factorization.
Then w∈ St if and only if |w|=Rw+Kw and one of the following two conditions hold:
(i) the last letter of p and the 9rst letter of k are equal.
(ii) if v∈A∗ is the longest word such that va∈Suf (p) and bv∈Pref (k); with b 	= a∈
A; then min{Rw; Kw}6|v|+ 1 or bva∈F(p)∪F(k).
Before proving the theorem, we .nd it useful to do the following examples.
Example 7.1. Let w= abbbab · babbb∈ St with p= abbbab and k = babbb. Then w
satis.es condition (i).
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Let w= bbabba ·bbbabbb∈ St with p= bbabba and k = bbbabbb. Since v= bbabb is
the longest word such that va∈Suf (p) and bv∈Pref (k), one has |p|= |v|+ 1. Then
w satis.es condition (ii).
Consider now w= bbabbabbba·bbbabba∈ St with p= bbabbabbba and k = bbbabba.
Then one has that v= bb is the longest word such that va∈Suf (p) and bv∈Pref (k).
Note that min{|p|; |k|}= |k|¿|v|+1 and bbba= bva∈Pref (k)∩Suf (p). Then w sat-
is.es condition (ii).
Proof of the theorem (Su:ciency): By hypothesis, w∈Tr. Suppose, by contradiction,
that w =∈ St. By Theorem 5, one has that w satis.es property P, so that f= aua∈Suf (p)
and g= bub∈Pref (k), b 	= a∈A; u∈PER, are the pathological factors of w of minimal
length. Hence condition (i) does not hold. We now prove the following claim.
Claim. Let U be a word in F(p)∩F(k). Then |U |6|u|.
Proof. If card(alph(u))= 1, then the claim is easily checked. Let card(alph(u))= 2
and let u=PxyQ=QyxP be the canonical factorizations of u. Suppose, by contradic-
tion, |U |¿|u|. Suppose .rst a=y, b= x. Then, by Theorem 5 and Lemma 2, one has
p ∈ Suf ({(xPy)∗}); k ∈ Pref ({(xQy)∗}):
Then p has period |P|+2 and k has period |Q|+2. Since U ∈F(p)∩F(k), then U has
periods |P|+2 and |Q|+2. Since gcd(|P|+2; |Q|+2)=1 and |U |¿|u|, then, by the Fine
and Wilf ’s Theorem, U has period 1, so U is the power of the letter. Let h be a factor
of U of length |P| + 2. The fact that h∈F(p) implies that h= xPy or h=P′yxP′′
with P′ ∈Suf (P) and P′′ ∈Pref (P). This implies x=y which is a contradiction.
The case a= x, b=y is treated in the same way. The claim is then proved.
By the previous claim, one has that u is the longest word such that ua∈Suf (p)
and bu∈Pref (k) so that min{Rw; Kw}= min{|p|; |k|}¿min{|f|; |g|}¿1+ |u|. Hence,
bua∈F(p)∪F(k). Supposing bua∈F(p) implies bu∈F(p)∩F(k) so contradicting
the claim (the case bua∈F(k) is similarly treated). The fact that condition (ii) does
not hold is a contradiction. Thus w∈ St.
(Necessity). Let w∈ St. Since St⊂Tr, then one has |w|=Rw +Kw. Suppose condition
(i) does not hold, so that p∈A∗a and k ∈ bA∗, b 	= a∈A. Let v be the longest word such
that va∈Suf (p) and bv∈Pref (k). Supposing min{Rw; Kw}¿1+ |v| implies p=p′sva
and k = bvtk ′, with p′; k ′ ∈A∗ and s; t ∈A. By hypothesis, one has bvb; ava =∈F(w)
which implies bva∈F(p) ∪ F(k).
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